
 

Coding has become a cornerstone of many entrepreneurial startups. However, there are few resources for learning the skills necessary to actually code your own product from scratch. In this article, we're going to share a list of resources that can help you learn how to build something entirely new from nothing - one that will not only get you noticed in the tech world, but also land into your startup's
reserve fund! • Learn iOS Development: http://www.shoptalktech.com/ios-development • Learn NodeJS: https://nodejs.org • Learn Ruby on Rails: https://rubyonrails. org • Learn HTML: https://www.w3schools.com/html/ • Learn React: https://reactjs.org • Learn Angular: https://angular.io/ 

Intro to JavaScript is a free online introductory guide for beginners that teaches the foundational concepts of JavaScript and how to work with the language's programming language features by completing a series of exercises. Created by Nicholas C. Zakas, the course follows ECMAScript 5th Edition (or ES5) syntax rules and is designed for completion within a few hours of time, but can be extended
as students wish to expand their abilities. In addition to covering basics such as variables, functions, and data types, Intro to JavaScript also teaches programming patterns, exceptions, JavaScript Objects and Namespaces. The guide also includes an overview of browser scripting and an introduction to jQuery. Creating a Website with HTML & CSS is a free online course completed by millions of
students worldwide. It follows the path of many coding bootcamps by introducing learning objectives and then creating exercises that let you immediately apply your learning as you progress through the course. The course is extremely comprehensive and allows beginners to learn how to code websites using HTML and CSS in a structured manner that will prepare them for future courses on other
topics such as JavaScript frameworks like AngularJS or ReactJS. It also includes strategies for designing the visual layout of the site, as well as customizing individual elements, including things like tables and forms. Programming for Beginners - The Complete Course is a free online tutorial that covers a wide range of basic programming concepts including variables, data types, loops and logical
statements. It has been created by John Resig, who created jQuery and is now an instructor at Stanford University. In addition to covering what makes JavaScript so powerful as a language, it also goes over topics such as event handling and object-oriented programming. By the end, you'll have a solid foundation in JavaScript and will be able to take your skills to the next level. The course consists of 21
lessons in total and is a must-take for beginners. Each lesson uses a simple question and answer format with exercises in between to reinforce key concepts. It also includes a practice section where students can test their knowledge by trying out their programming skills over a series of coding challenges. 

HTML & CSS - Introduction to HTML, CSS, JavaScript & jQuery is an introduction to basic HTML programming for beginners that covers syntax, practices, how it all works together and what makes this language so powerful.
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